opera

novel concept

The aim of OPERA is to create a cooperative, secure,
reliable, customized, and low power computing platform
able to allow the convergence of datacenter computing,
embedded devices and sensors.
The project will develop a highly parallel embedded
system based on an ultra-low power SoC, creating
a new generation of high-density servers, based on
heterogeneous architectures (energy efficient serverclass processors), and FPGA accelerators (optimized
functions and computation offloading).
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The strong integration of sensors, computing resources,
and the availability of reconfigurable communication
interfaces, guarantees that these devices can be flexibly
adapted to different contexts.
OPERA is focused on four main pillars
Hardware and software integration
(i.e. reconfigurable hardware)
Energy efficiency and portability
of workloads running on heterogeneous
hardware
Energy efficiency metrics for different
computing technologies and use-cases
Validation of technological solutions and
under real-life workload
Based on three strategic axes:
Architecture: heterogeneous, reconfigurable,
low power and ultra-low power integrated
components
Computing platform: including hardware,
software, and communication for a secure
and reliable system
Energy efficiency: software layer for
monitoring energy efficiency of the
computing platform components
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Heterogeneous architectures

New generation servers

Exploiting ARM, X86, Power8 processor architectures
along with FPGAs for task acceleration.

Integrating cutting-edge technologies to maximize
performance on LP highdensity next-gen. servers .

Workload decomposition

Metrics for energy efficiency

Splitting applications to run them on the most
appropriate processing element to speed up the
execution.

Determining the most appropriate metrics
for evaluating and monitoring the energy
efficiency.

Low Power (LP) and Ultra-Low Power (ULP)
architectures
Leveraging on cutting-edge technologies and
specialized functions to increase energy efficiency.

Innovative Power Management

Manycore on ULP devices

Datacenter in-a-box

Exploiting the execution on manycore ULP processor
to speedup computer vision algorithms.

Build a prototype of a server chassis hosting up to
180 processing boards in a single 4.3U formfactor.

Find ways to manage power in a more holistic way
by considering the system at whole to optimize the
quest for energy efficiency.

ULP device for traffic monitoring
Build a prototype of a ULP system able to work
in critical conditions.
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use cases

...

Smart embedded devices act as a bridge between
physical and digital world, producing an enormous
amount of data to analyze.
The integration of smart embedded systems within a
cloud infrastructure enable service providers to satisfy
new societal and industrial needs.
Datacenters have to analyze a constantly growing flow
of data, demanding for new powerful way to accelerate
the computation.
New methodologies for making computing systems
more efficient are needed, since more performance
means more energy consumption.
Need for making the entire computing continuum
dependable against defects, failures, and malicious
attacks.

Virtual desktop
and thin- clients:

The idea of this use case is to leverage on the cloud
concept of as-a-service to provide a virtualized desktop
platform. To this end, the OpenStack cloud platform will
be used along with LP servers, FPGA accelerators, and
ULP devices acting as thin-clients.

Highway traffic
monitoring:

The purpose of this use case is the application of
ULP devices to the urban traffic monitoring context,
with emphasis on detection of pedestrians, accidents,
animals, cycles, and any potential situation of risk with a
quick communication alert to vehicles.
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Vm1

ultra low power embedded system

Vm0

Energy efficency management

workload
manager

scalable small form factor datacenter

Cloud platform
manager

Advances in silicon technologies allow implementing
always more powerful computing systems with
advanced functionalities.

Datacenter
on truck:

OPERA intends to support operations of the Italian
agency called Protezione Civile, by delivering IT
services on a truck equipped with instruments for
satellite connection, and for video/images acquisition,
processing, archiving and transmission.

